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lyric poem usually rn rhyme and is seldom longer
than 130 Ijnes It is usually in the form of an
address, and lofty In its feeling and style The
ode was popular with the romantic poets Some
of our best known are Shelley a Ode to the
V< eat Wind and Keats Ode to a Nightingale
Ode on a Grecian Urn and To Autumn all
of them published in 1820
Parable A parable is an arresting simile or
metaphor from n. ture or common life which may
be el tborated into a life like story It presents a
situation which at a certain point implies some
correspondence with, ethical or religious principle
•see C H Dodd s The Parables of the Kingdom
Parody A literary caricature which mimics
the themes and stvle of some other author in such
a wa> as to make his faults seem absurd and
laughable J C Squire b Tricks of the Trade is
an arnuung collection of his skilful parodies of
<mch writers as Byron Wordsworth and Mase
field
Pa toral A pastoral poem romance or play
ir one in which the life of shepherds or of simple
rustic folk is portrayed in an idealised way
Originating in Greek literature the pastoral wa&
revived at the tmit of the Renaissance Spenser s
Shepheardes Calendar consists of twelve
pastoral eclogues Shakespeare s As You Like
It is a pastoral play Milton 8 Lycidas is a
pastoral elegy and his Comus a pastoral
masque There )« usually in the pastoral a
deeper meaning below the surface A cntic has
said Ihe shepherd s cloak was the acknow
ledged disguise of the lover the poet the courtier
the pastor of souh the cntic of contemporary
life In the pastoral form the charm of a simple
•Betting and deeper significance are combined
Prologue and Epilogue Generally speaking a
prologue means a foreword, or preface and an
epilogue an appendix to a literary work but the
terms are often used more specifically when re
feinnis to a. play Here the prologue is a short
speech in verse or prose spoken to the audience
by one of the actors before the play begins the
epilogue a similar speech after its conclusion
The prologue endeavours to put the audience into
a receptive state of mind, the epilogue to ask
for a kind reception to the play Shakespeare s
Borneo and Juliet has a prologue his As
You Like It an epilogue spoken by Rosalind
who says. Good plays prove the better by the
help of a good epilogue In the 18th century it
was customary for a leading actor to speak the
prologue and for a leading actress to make a plea
for the play in the epilogue
 Saga The word saga which is of Norse origin
and means story is applied to the medisval prose
narratives of Iceland and Norway especiall>
those concerned with the traditions of Icelandic
families and Norwegian kings William Morns
in his Earthly Paradise gives in The Lovera
of Gudrun a version of the Icelandic Laxdsela
Saga
Satire A work m either verse or prose attack
mg folly and vice Pope s Dunciad in verae
published between 1728 and 1743 ridicule'!
contemporary authors and literary follies in a
massive attack on dullness and literary hacks
Swift s Gullwer s Traiels (1726) which on the
surface is a series of prose tales of travel to
imaginary countries is actually a comprehensive
satire It bezant, in the first book on Lilhput
with incisive ridicule of the squabbles between
English political parties and religious sects and
culminates m the final book on the Houyhnhnms
m a devastating attack on all that is bestial in
human nature Samuel Butler s Erehwon (an
anagram of Nowhere) published m 1872 also uses
a prose travel tale in his satirical exposure of
\ictonan convention and hypocrisy Although
not precisely satire? many of Shaw s plays -ip
aatincal in spirit Arms and the Man may
be considered in one of its aspects as a satire on
war
A poem of a, strictly formal kind
1 rench in origin    See M37
Skit A light satire often in the form of
parody
Soliloquy In a soliloquy a man talks to him
self or utters his thoughts aloud regardless of the
presence of others who mav hear him The
word is usually applied to such utterances by a
character in a play The most famous soliloquies
in literature are those of Hamlet
Sonnet A lync poem of fourteen lines with
an intricate rhyme scheme See M34
Squib A brief sharp satire (a w) attacking
an individual
Threnody A term from the Greek seldom
used today It means a song of m miming
especially a lament for the dead
Tragedy A play or other literary work which
is preoccupied with the serious and unhappy
aspects of life It is sombre m tone and ends
with misfortune Shakespeare s Macbeth and
Ibsen s Ghosts are typical tragedies
 
Romance The romance of the early Middle
Ages was a fictitious tale in verse telling the
adventures of some hero of chivalry the interest
being in the incidents sometimes of a super
natural kind rather than in character The most
famous of these early romances is the French
Chanson de Boland of the early 12th century
In the later Middle Ages a romance might be
written in prose In the 16th and 17th centuries
a romance meant a tale m either prose or verse in
which the scenes and incidents were remote from
those of real life Sir Philip Sidney s Arcadia,
(1590) written to entertain his sister is of this
type Today the word romance is rather vaguely
used of a tale of somewhat improbable events
Sir Henry Eider Haggard wrote several such
romances Including Js.w0 Solomon s Mines (1886)
and Site (1887)
Rondeau.   A poem of a strictly formal kind
French in origin    See M33
Rondel    A poem similar ui form to the rondeau
Roundel.
M37
A variation of the Rondeau    See
 The word is used in two dif
Tragi Comedy
ferent ways
(a) It may denote a play (or very occasionally a
story) which combines both tragic and comic
elements Chekhov s The Cherry Orchard is
a tragi comedy of this type
(6) It may also mean a play which is for the
most part sombre m th^me and tone but which
has a happy conclusion like Shakespeare s The
Winters Tale
Trilogy In Greek literature a series of three
tragedies like Aeschylus trilogy the Oresteia
written when he was nearly seventy in the 5th
century bo In modern tunea the word trilogy is
applied to any sequence of three literary works
which are related to each other in subject and
theme
Triolet A single stanza verse form eight lines
long and with a very formal pattern Blench in
origin See M3S
Vfllauelle A poem of a strictly formal kind
French in origin See M36

